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QA

Figure 1: The high level areas complement the domain knowledge. It starts with a
question and ends with an answer, perhaps after a few iterations around the circle.

Domain Knowledge

Before getting to the 6 specific areas that are common across all domains where
data science is used, it is important to mention that central to it all is domain
knowledge. This could even be multiple domains: Welcome to the 21st century
polymath career.

Some typical domains include Aerospace, Agriculture, Banking, Biology, Chem-
istry, Distribution, Energy, Finances, Government, Healthcare, Insurance, Logistics,
Manufacturing, Marketing, Retail, Security, Sports, Supply Chain and Trading.

One of the first application of data science (even before there was such a
thing) was to sports. In 1959, Donald Knuth combined his domain knowledge
of basketball, with statistics (data, model), and computer science (technology,
code) and communicated this through reports. IBM recognized the potential for
marketing of their computing equipment and produced a video

1... We’ll come
back to some of his ideas in the Communication and Technology sections.

In the beginning

Our exploration of the open source data science galaxy will start at the very begin-
ning, the first contact between the data scientist and the "customer". This involves
communications.

1Love at First Byte, https://alumni.stanford.edu/get/page/magazine/article/?article_
id=33888
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Communication

For our purpose, communication is not storytelling. Book authors and journalists
are story tellers. In the context of data science, communication is an exchange
of information between individuals through a common semiotic2. This exchange
has one goal, to define a question that needs answering (assuming this question
should be answered in the first place). As John Tukey once said3

Far better an approximate answer to the right question, which is
often vague, than an exact answer to the wrong question, which can
always be made precise.

This is one of the hardest skills of data science to acquire, how to get to the right
question. For our purpose here, we will assume you have gotten to the point where
you have a question worthy of answer. What tools will you need to document and
communicate the question and the findings? The next section will put you on the
right trail.

Software

In terms of open source software that can help us with communication, the usual
suspects are:

Name Description
OpenOffice Office suite
LibreOffice Office suite
Blender 3D modeling, game engine and video editor
Dia Structured diagram editor
DigiKam Photo management program
Gimp Bitmap image editor
Inkscape vector graphics editor (svg<>pdf too)
Rosegarden music composition and editing environment
RecordMyDesktop Video capture of desktop

The road less traveled here includes:

Name Description
Caligra Suite Office suite + bitmap & vector
TEX document typesetting (D. Knuth)
LATEX Simplified version of TEX
Metafont Font design language and software (D. Knuth)
Metapost Vector design language and software
Pweave Python scientific report generator
knitr R scientific report generator

See also sections: Visualization and Back to Communication

2system of communication such as signs and symbols, language, gestures
3The Future of Data Analysis, 1962
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Data

This is sometimes called Data Munging or Data Wrangling, an area most scientists
find challenging. The goal is to ingest structured and unstructured data, clean it
up, vouch for its integrity all the while ensuring adherence to policies, laws and
regulations. In the best case scenario, it is as simple as removing some data, or
de-identifying it.

Whatever the case may be, this will require an excellent command of the
domain specific language (DSL) of data wrangling: SQL. In practice, this will
require knowing several dialects, from pl/sql, T-SQL to HQL.

You will want to become familiar with these open source database engines:

Name Description
Postgres Flexible and robust database combining rela-

tional and document store
Hadoop An ecosystem based on HDFS for distributed

computing and data storage
Neo4J Graph database (hierarchical relationships and

networks)

Those 3 cover all normal requirements of data science. If the company is large
enough, you’ll also have to deal with some other databases like MySQL, Cassandra,
CouchDB, MongoDB & commercial databases like DB2, Oracle and MS SQL. It is
not uncommon for the lingua franca between all of these systems to be a comma
delimited file (CSV) file, usually through a batch process. It is also possible to
stream4 data between systems.

Suggested tools (some overlap):

Name Description
Pandas Python module for in-memory dataframes, utils

and query language
R & dplyr R has built in in-memory dataframes, dplyr sim-

plifies it
Scrapy Web Scraping
Portia Visual WWW Scraping
Airflow programmatic workflow
Bubbles data processing and data quality measurement
odo Data migration tool and library
Feather Fast on disk dataframes for Python and R based

on Apache Arrow
Apache nifi ETL type tool (data flow management)
Faker Module to simulate or de-identify data (available

in various programming and natural languages)
UTD Anonymization toolbox Anonymizer for privacy preserving data analysis

See also sections: Model (orange, de-duplication), Technology (bash, Jenkins,
odo), Code (Jupyter) and Visualization (glueviz)

4Awesome Streaming, https://github.com/manuzhang/awesome-streaming
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Figure 2: Abraham Wald, “A Method of estimating plane vulnerability based on
damage of survivors”

(Video Animation: Kristen Hansen, Inmar)

Worrying Selectively and Survivorship Bias

The scientist must be alert to what is importantly wrong. It is
inappropriate to be concerned about mice when there are tigers abroad.

– George E.P. Box5

During WWII, there was a high loss of bombers. A study at SRG was established
to study where armor would be most effective to protect the planes. When
Abraham Wald reviewed the data from the returning planes, he pointed out what
was not there: the data of all the planes that did not come back at all.

In other words, Box and Wald are both suggesting we take a critical look at the
data. It has to be representative of what we are studying and we are not missing
important variables or observations. Only then should we go on and start building
models.

5Journal of the American Statistical Association, December 1976, Volume 71
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Model

Since all models are wrong the scientist cannot obtain a "correct"
one by excessive elaboration. On the contrary following William of Oc-
cam he should seek an economical description of natural phenomena
- George Box6

None of the tools listed here are capable of perfectly modeling reality. Still, they
give us a useful approximation of it, when properly used.

Suggested tools (some overlap):

Name Description
Orange Full suite GUI based data science tool
TensorFlow numerical computation using data flow graphs
Scikit Learn Machine Learning in Python
NLTK Natural Language Processing
Theano Deep learning
stochpy stochastic modeling in Python
BayesPy, PyMC Bayesian inference in Python
numpy, scipy, sympy scientific computing in python
statsmodel descriptive statistics, estimation and inference

in Python
JASP GUI based statistics package (ANOVA, t-test,

regression)
OpenCV C++ real-time computer vision library
Spark ML Practical machine learning pipelines in Scala and

Python

Worth investigating (sites and concepts):

Name Description
PyPI Python Package Index (over 80,000 modules,

many for ML)
CRAN Comprehensive R Archive Network (over 8,000

packages, many for ML)
Bioconductor tools for the analysis and comprehension of

high-throughput genomic data (over 1000)
Forecasting predictions of the future based on past and

present data and analysis of trends
Quantitative analysis quantitative models for financial or behavior

analysis
Deduplication A must as data grows beyond what can be di-

rectly managed by a human
Digital Signal Processing Many areas of overlap (computer vision, voice

recognition)

Many of the concepts currently in use have their foundation in operations research
and from R & D during WWII. For example, code breaking machines...

6George E.P. Box, Journal of the American Statistical Association, December 1976, Volume 71
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Technology

We’ve come a long way from the early days of code breaking and calculations of
planes damage on mechanical calculators. Cloud computing, commodity hard-
ware, software tools to help or automate all areas of software craftsmanship. This
sector is very large and is constantly shifting in various directions. Where does it
intersect with data science? We will first look at automation, packaging, delivering
products and big data.

Task Applications and concepts
Development automation continuous integration and build system (ex.

Jenkins CI)
Packaging Language specific vs. OS repositories, local vs

public repositories
Deployment automation Become or Befriend a devops (ex. ansible,

docker, API and application documentation)
Big data HDFS, Hive, tez, impala, streaming, micro

batches, lambda architecture

And that is just the beginning. A lot more thought has to be put into technology
and architecture. To name a few conversation starters for your next team meeting:

REST API (flask-restplus is an easy way to start), microservices, source control
(git, bitbucket), web servers & proxies (nginx, uwsgi), scaling clusters, GPU ac-
celeration (for visualization of course, but also for models and transformations of
data), cloud servers (and modules to automate), and of course, the elephant in the
room... security. And sometimes, the danger comes from within7.

It is a good idea to follow standards and separation of concern, although there
are times that innovation warrants crossing those artificial borders such as was the
case for TCP/IP and ZFS8.

Let’s not forget our favorite operating system. It goes without saying that Linux
is quite central to all these aspects of the technology for data science, particularly
on the server. Still, you might have to provide solutions that work on multiple
operating systems.

When it comes to hardware, servers and clusters are at the top of the list,
but the fastest growing hardware in terms of number of units are mobile devices
(smartphones, smartwatches) and their sensors and connected embedded devices
or IoT.

With all this technology, it is easy to forget one key aspect of data science: if
research cannot be reproduced, it never happened. Notebook environments are
there to help. One incredibly popular environment for reproducible research (and
teaching, presenting, experimenting, learning) is Jupyter.

7SEC Administrative Filing, Release No.70694/October 16, 2013, https://www.sec.gov/
litigation/admin/2013/34-70694.pdf

8ZFS and the OSI layers, https://blogs.oracle.com/bonwick/en/entry/rampant_layering_
violation
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Figure 4: Project Jupyter: A notebook environment for 70+ programming lan-
guages (jupyter.org)

Figure 5: Example of a Jupyter notebook mixing commands, code, charts and
documentation - A form of literate programming (another D. Knuth concept)
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Code

Software

Most popular open source programming languages for data science:

Name Description
Python interpreted, object-oriented, high-level pro-

gramming language with dynamic semantics
R Statistical computing language based on S with

Scheme like lexical scoping semantics
C/C++ general-purpose compiled programming lan-

guage
SQL DSL designed for managing data
Java particularly common for map reduce, big data

The road less traveled here includes:

Name Description
Julia Relatively new scientific computing language
Scala JVM based functional language, some use for

big data
Fortran used for some of the low level scientific com-

puting libraries
Octave for mathematical computing
Common Lisp Because you want to be different
Perl used for some ETL pipelines
Bash mostly for scheduled scripts and the like (and

other shells)

IDE

When Jupyter doesn’t quite cut it and you need an integrated development en-
vironment (IDE), vim will do it all, but that’s a personal choice. Other options
include emacs, rodeo, atom, spyder, rstudio, julia studio, or even a simple text or
programmer’s editor.
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Visualization

Python

Visualization Module
General Purpose Matplotlib, ggplot, bokeh
Statistical seaborn
High density trends Trendvis
Dataframe integrated Pandas (also parallel plots)
3D mplot3D
Trees ete3 toolikit
High frequency Glumpy, vispy, chaco
Standalone Glueviz

R

Visualization Module
General Purpose ggplot2, rbokeh
Multivariate lattice
Maps Choroplethr, ggmap

JS

Visualization Module
SVG based D3
Canvas based Bokeh
Maps leaflet

Julia

Visualization Module
General Purpose gadfly

Octave & command line

Visualization Module
General Purpose gnuplot

See also sections: Model (orange), 2013 PYPTUG Analytics & Visualization pre-
sentation (http://slides.com/fdion/analytics-and-visualization#/)
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Figure 6: Don’t trust your eyes, use calibration: Same gray on left and right

Back to Communication

We are back to communication. We started with a question, now we have an
answer (possibly after many iterations). It is now time to present the findings.

The communication could potentially be as simple as a verbal message. But
more than likely, it will take the form of a printed communication. A letter, memo,
poster, report or even something more substantial, like a book.

It could also come in the form of an electronic document, ranging from static
content in a pdf, to a video animation of a visualization, or from a web API to a full
fledged interactive visualization with realtime processing of data through a model.
All the software previously mentioned should be considered a minimum to get
these things done. The next table includes other open source software you should
investigate.

Worth Considering

Name Description
Color Oracle Helper to design for the color impaired
Argyll CMS Color Management System for Linux
LPROF ICC Profiles
SANE Library and command-line tool to use scanners
CUPS Modular printing system
Ardour & Aria Maestosa DAW / music editors to complement videos
OpenFrameworks Framework for creative coding

Learn more

Follow me on twitter (@f_dion) and LinkedIn, join a local tech group (ex. in NC:
CharPy, PYPTUG, TriPython), attend conferences, read books, take online classes,
participate in machine learning competitions.
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Figure 8: Melissa Cross, Trendvis (Matplotlib)
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Figure 9: Pair grid with KDE curve and contour, histogram, rug plot and correlation
from 200 normalized samples of one electric motor (Seaborn)
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Figure 12: Tree in Circular tree (ete3)
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Figure 14: Ari Lamstein, Population by race, Choropleth (Choroplethr)
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Figure 15: Winston Salem, NC / Forsyth County Choropleth with satellite reference
map (Choroplethr)
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